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“With Ouaga Girls I want to capture
the trembling time before choices are
made, the time before everything will
be changed. When dreams, desires and
courage get mixed up with opinions,
fears and society’s expectations of what
a woman should be.”
Theresa Traore Dahlberg, director

SYNOPSIS

DIRECTOR’S BIO

A group of young women tweak machines and hammer
away at a school for auto mechanics in Ouagadougou in
this poetic story about life choices, sisterhood and the
endeavor to find your own way.

Director Theresa Traore Dahlberg was born in 1983. She
grew up on the Swedish island of Öland and in Burkina
Faso, and is now based in Stockholm. After a few
years in New York assisting directors, photographers,
and production managers she studied film production
– first at the New School in New York and then at the
Stockholm Academy of Dramatic Arts. Her graduation
film, Taxi Sister, which follows the female taxi driver
Boury in Dakar, Senegal, received international praise
and has been screened at festivals worldwide. During
the last couple of years, Theresa has produced a
television series for SVT and been involved in different
film and art projects internationally (New York, Haiti
and Burkina Faso) constantly stretching the boundaries
of art, film and documentary. She is now pursuing her
master’s in fine art at The Royal Institute of Art in
Sweden. Ouaga Girls is her feature length debut.

In a country with youth unemployment at 52 percent,
jobs are a hot issue. The young girls at a mechanics
school in Burkina Faso’s capital Ouagadougou are right
in the middle of a crucial point in life when their dreams,
hopes and courage are confronted with opinions, fears
and society’s expectations of what a woman should be.
Using interesting narrative solutions, Theresa Traore
Dahlberg depicts their last school years and at the same
time succeeds in showing the country’s violent past and
present. This is a feature-film debut and coming-of-age
film with much warmth, laughs, heartbreak and depth.

DIRECTOR’S VISION
All transitions are fragile. With this film I wanted to
capture the trembling time before choices are made, the
time before everything will be changed. When dreams,
desires and courage get mixed up with opinions, fears
and societies expectations of what a woman should
be. The feeling of no longer being a child, yet not owning
your life, but still feeling like you are on top of the world
on a Saturday when you are out with your friends. Your
friends are your everything, and life keeps happening
to you while you are trying to figure yourself out. With
Ouaga Girls I wanted to do an intriguing and inspiring
growing up story with warmth, laughter and depth.

“I spent my teenage years in
Ouagadougou. I remember the red dust,
the mopeds, how the school environment
could sometimes feel like a prison and
how my classmates meant everything to
me. I also remember how I always tried
to understand and relate to what was
expected of a young woman, the feeling
of no longer being a child but not yet an
adult. With this film, I want to describe
what it's like to be a young woman in
Burkina today.”
Theresa Traore Dahlberg, director

DIRECTOR’S FILMOGRAPHY
2010 – Taxi Sister, short documentary, 28 min
2010 – The Alien (Utomjordingen), short documentary/
fiction, 10 min
2009 – On Hold, short documentary, 30 min

PRODUCER’S BIO
Since the start in 2011, Momento Film has established
itself as one of the most vibrant independent
documentary production companies in Sweden,
producing numerous short and feature documentaries
and establishing strong networks internationally. With
15 films already produced and premiered in some of
the most important international film festivals (IDFA,
Hot Docs, CPH:DOX, GIFF etc.), Momento Film has
successfully moved into fiction film production with
Madre premiering in the Official Short film competition
in Cannes 2016. Currently, Momento Film is working on
a slate of fiction and documentary projects among which
the following can be mentioned: Amparo by Simón
Mesa Soto, The Gods by Ahang Bashi and Hamada by
Eloy Domíngues Serén.

As a director, I think Theresa has a
wonderful ability to capture the poetry
of everyday life. With a strong cinematic
presence, she manages to take on the
subject of the young woman’s situation
in Burkina Faso and make it political
without pointing fingers.
David Herdies, producer
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